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Ultra light, iconic rectangular waffle has an 
unique texture : crisp when you bite into it 
before melting in your mouth.

Available in 2 sizes : 40g or 80g. 
Must be heated before consuming.

Ideal for breakfast or dessert.

Frozen product. 

A pearl sugar waffle cut in half!

One size available (40g) & 2 flavors :  
plain or sweet.

Perfect to bring an original touch  
to your sandwiches or burgers.

A light & incredibly chewy heart shaped waffle.

Available in 2 sizes : 20g or 25g.
Available in 2 recipes : original or organic.

Ideal for breakfast, snack or dessert.

Frozen product. 

Our Pearl Sugar waffle in a mini size!

Available in various size from 8g to 22g.

The perfect accompaniment to coffee or tea,  
can be eated as a dessert or appetizer. 
It also perfectly fits all sharing plates!

Frozen product. 

Also known as “Liège Waffles”, this waffle is 
deliciously golden and slightly caramelized thanks to 
the partially melted pearls of sugar.

Available in a variety of sizes from 35g to 120g. 
Available in various flavors such as plain butter, 
maple syrup, cinnamon, Belgian chocolate chips, 
blueberry, strawberry,…

Ideal for any occasion, from breakfast to dessert 
through lunch & snack. Can be enjoyed with or 
without topping.

Located right in the heart of Belgium, our family owned business has developed  
for more than 85 years a unique know-how combining both traditional Belgian recipes 
& superior quality ingredients such as wheat flour, whole egg, real butter, natural yeast 
and the famous Belgian pearl sugar! 

The incomparable taste and texture of our waffles has earned Avieta international 
recognition and our products are now distributed by major food groups mainly under 
their own brand names, in both retail and food service. 

Waffles manufactured  by Avieta are enjoyed all around the world.

Avieta employs around two hundred people in its bakeries located in Belgium and is 
constantly investing to set up new waffle concept.
Avieta complies with the strictest food standards, being certified AIB – IFS – BRC.

OUR PRODUCTS

BRUSSELS WAFFLES

OUR COMPANY

All our waffles are produced with high quality ingredients.
All our waffles are GMO free and contains no coloring, no preservatives.

PEARL SUGAR WAFFLES

TWO BITES WAFFLES

LOVE WAFFLES

SLICED WAFFLES
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Rue de Villers 36    4520 Vinalmont    Belgium
+32 85 61 17 73    info@avieta.com

www.avieta.com
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